Davos
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Davos
Davos in Grisons is a place of superlatives: this destination with international ambience is the largest
resort in the Alps for mountain holidays, sport and conferences, at 1560 m the highest town in the Alps
and a high-altitude health resort with a long tradition.
This long-drawn-out town in the Landwasser valley is renowned above all as a conference centre and
also as a major winter and summer sports centre with an international flavor and a huge range of
activities. Its showpiece is its modern Conference Centre, which hosts the World Economic Forum WEF.
In the centre of Davos, visitors will find a wide range of accommodation and excellent shopping, with
numerous boutiques, cafés and restaurants. At night, there’s plenty of entertainment, with bars, clubs
and a casino. Davos is also the headquarters of the Weissfluhjoch, the Davos Federal Institute for Snow
and Avalanche Research.
Experience Davos!
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Steigenberger Grandhotel Belvédère*****, Davos
The Steigenberger Grandhotel Belvédère combines the traditional charm of a grand hotel with exclusive
modern comfort. Located centrally in “Davos-Platz”, you can take advantage of all the winter sport
options. Belvédère: The name stands for enchanting perspectives. Indeed, the mountain panorama can
be admired from the windows of almost all of the 97 rooms and 30 suites. All rooms offer free WIFI. The
hotel features a wellness area, three restaurants and a bar. The Schatzalp/Strela funicular railway is
situated –
within
distance
from the hotel.
Belvédère
der eight
Nameminutes
steht walking
für herrliche
Urlaubsaussichten.
Und tatsächlich: Der Blick aus dem

Fenster von fast allen 97 Zimmern, einige davon im “Alpine Classic” Stil renoviert, und 30 Suiten
kann kaum schöner sein.
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Steigenberger Grandhotel Belvédère***** / Dining Options
Italian pasta, fine French cuisine and dishes from the Graubünden region are just the right thing after a
magnificent day on the ski slopes. The Bistro Voilà is the place to go when you need a quick snack. You
will find a broad choice of delicacies to enjoy on the sun terrace, but they may give you an appetite for
more. For a delicious dinner, The Steigenberger Grandhotel Belvédère features the French restaurant
Belvédère and the romantic Romeo and Julia restaurant which serves excellent Italian specialities. At the
Carigiet Bar you can listen to piano music and take an international drink.
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Steigenberger Grandhotel Belvédère***** / Spa
The "Belvédère Spa" provides a spacious bathing landscape with a panoramic view of the dreamlike
Alpine mountain world, a pool with counter current system and a spa bath. The warm water of 28° C
ensures pure bathing pleasure even in low outdoor temperatures. You will find even more sporting
activities available on the various equipment of the fitness-room. And what could be more pleasurable
than to relax and take a healthy Finnish or Organic sauna or a steam bath? There are also various
massages and beauty treatments available.
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Hilton Garden Inn****, Davos
The Hilton Garden Inn Davos opened in 2012 and is located close to the Davos Conference Centre. This
hotel features 146 rooms, which have all a balcony overlooking the city or the Swiss Alps. The American
Grill restaurant serves Swiss as well as international dishes. The hotel is equipped with a SPA, a fitness
centre, a sauna and a steam room. Free WIFI is available throughout the hotel and a bus stop is located
right across the hotel. The Parsenn funicular railway and the Strela/Schatzalp funicular railway are
Alle situated
Zimmerwithin
sind twelve
elegant
eingerichtet
und verfügen
minutes
walking distance
from theüber
hotel.

Kabel-TV und Sitzecke.
W-LAN und High Speed Internet via Kabel ist im Hotelzimmer nutzbar und werden nach
Zeitaufwand verrechnet.
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Hilton Garden Inn**** / Dining Options
From Swiss specialties to international cuisine, the Hilton Garden Inn Davos offers the best in casual
dining at The Grill restaurant, serving a variety of freshly prepared dishes in a welcoming atmosphere
enhanced by a show kitchen. Snacks are available at the 24-hour Pavilion Pantry. This hotel also features
a cozy bar by the fireplace in the lobby lounge, where you can enjoy a drink.

From Swiss specialties to international favorites, Hilton Garden
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Hilton Garden Inn**** / Spa
Treat yourself at the fitness and wellness area of the Hilton Garden Inn Davos. It offers a modern gym
and directly connected to it a spa area with sauna, infrared cabin, experience shower and steam room.
Various spa and beauty treatments can be booked. Across from Hilton Garden Inn Davos is the spa eaulà-là, which offers an indoor pool, a Finnish sauna, a hydrotherapy pool, foot pools, a silent room, an
outdoor whirlpool and much more.
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Ski Resort Davos-Klosters
At 1,560 m Davos-Klosters is one of the highest Alpine resorts in Europe and offers a vast network of ski
slopes. You can choose between six snow sports resorts here: The Jakobshorn, the Parsenn/Gotschna
resort and the three family-friendly mountains Pischa, Madrisa and Rinerhorn. Furthermore,
Schatzalp/Strela offer the first decelerated skiing resort in Europe. In other words: here, you are simply
spoilt for choice - this is assured by 320 km of guaranteed snow-covered slopes and 57 transport
systems.
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Ski lift access
From the Steigenberger Grand Hotel and the Hilton Garden Inn the ski lifts can be reached easily within 5
minutes distance by public transport that stops in front of the hotel every 5-10 minutes and can be used
for free. The Steigenberger Grand Hotel offers as well a ski shuttle and the Schatzalp/Strela funicular
railway is situated within eight minutes walking distance from the hotel. From the hotel Hilton Garden Inn
you can reach within twelve minutes walking distance the Parsenn funicular railway and the
Strela/Schatzalp funicular railway.
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Skiing and snowboarding in Davos Klosters
Whether beginner or advanced, skier, snowboarder or cross-country enthusiast: Davos offers something
for everybody. For years, the Jakobshorn has been the Mecca for snowboarders and free skiers. Pischa is
one of the largest and sunniest freeride resorts. The pistes are marked here and safeguarded against
alpine hazards, but not prepared. All boardercross enthusiasts will find boardercross courses on Parsenn,
Pischa and on Madrisa. For all beginners, the special beginner lifts Bünda and Bolgen, and highly
trained instructors guarantee safety, success and fun.

Skiing and Snowboarding
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Helicopter flight
Gain interesting insights into the world of helicopter pilots and maintenance crew and visit the Untervaz
Heliport. An Expert will explain you the fascinating technology that enables pilots to carry out challenging
transport and passenger flights. Afterwards you can enjoy a 5 minutes trial flight and a delicious apéro,
which will also give you chance to discuss the exciting world of flying with pilots and technicians. Flights
including a lunch or an apéro at a mountain restaurant are also possible. Here, high above the mountain
peaks, you will discover the region from a different perspective and take home memories for a lifetime.
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Cross-country skiing
Whether you wish to train in the romantic tributary valleys, on the FIS racing trails in the Flüelatal valley
or later on in the day on our night-time trails - in the Davos Klosters region you are sure to find the ideal
cross-country trail to suit your taste. The trail network in Davos Klosters encompasses over 100 km of
classic trails and 46 km of skating trails across all difficulty ratings.
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Tobogganing
As soon as temperatures fall and the first snow has settled, the pass roads and hiking trails become
inviting sledging runs. Davos Klosters is the cradle of international tobogganing. In 1883 the first official
toboggan race was held in Davos. The famous "Davos sledge" is effectively the original amongst
toboggans. At the toboggan Paradise of Davos Klosters, nine toboggan runs promise fun and diversity.
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Igloo Village Davos - Klosters
The igloo village at the Davos-Klosters resort is nicely snuggled in the Parsenn ski arena and offers a wide
range of activities: igloo building, snow bar, BBQ or Fondue on ice. Let the experienced igloo guide show
you the complete igloo village site and learn how to build an igloo. After that, the ice bar invites you to
relax and enjoy a drink. Come and experience an unforgettable day at this nice and unique place!
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Snowshoe trekking
Away from the much-trampled paths you will conquer deep snowy forests and untouched winter
landscapes with snow shoes. Experience peace and quiet. Snow shoe walking is easy for everyone and
does not require any training. Snow shoe walks are a very special natural experience under the full moon
- ideally combined with a typical Grisons evening meal in a traditional mountain hut.
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Ice skating
Enjoy a unique skating experience in Davos! Skating on the largest natural ice rink in Europe (18,000
square metres) or on the artificial ice rink in Davos Platz, on the Seehof-Seeli in Davos Dorf or on the
artificial ice rink in Klosters. Ice skates are available for hire and if required, ice skating lessons can be
arranged.
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Husky sledding
Get away from the stress of everyday life! Experience the nature and leave your tracks in the snow on a
dog sled tour! With the huskies you go through snowy winter landscapes and between snowed-covered
mountain peaks. Guides demonstrate the handling before making way for you to put on the harnesses
and tug lines, which are needed in order to harness the dogs to the sleds. Learn how to drive your own
team of huskies! Upon request a nice lunch or an aperitif with mulled wine can be prepared.
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Curling
To curl the curling stone over the polished ice into the house is ambitious but will give pleasure for sure.
An expert instructor will initiate you into the secrets of the Olympic sport of curling. Curling is easy to
learn for everybody. A short tournament at the end of the course will identify your company's champion!
A spicy cup of mulled wine will you keep warm.
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Bavarian curling tournament
Bavarian Curling is played in teams of 4-6 persons and easy to learn. It is one of the oldest winter sports
in the world. The sport requires that the ice stock (or Bavarian curling stone) glide across the ice. The aim
of Bavarian curling is to position the team's ice stocks as close to the tee as possible over the course of
six rounds. This requires a great deal of patience on the ice! After all, who doesn't enjoy knocking the
opponent out of play shortly before they win the game? Warm drinks can be served and at the end an
award ceremony could be held.
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Team challenge
Teamwork, activity & fun! In different teams you have to absolve tasks and challenges such as snowshoe
obstacle run, building of snow sculptures, snow golf, guess the food speciality, sledging race etc. A lot of
different games are available. Also ski and snowboard fun races can be organised. At the end an awards
ceremony will be held and you can enjoy an aperitif.
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Torchlight walk
You won't forget the fantastic atmosphere created by flickering torches for a long time! Away from the
village you will experience an intense feeling of peace and calm deep in the woods. A local guide will
accompany you if you wish. A rest-stop, with mulled wine and a dinner at a traditional mountain
restaurant can be organized.
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Chocolate making and tasting
Switzerland is worldwide famous for chocolate. It is almost a must to experience the sweet taste of
chocolate. Start with a tour at a Swiss made chocolate company, afterwards a confectioner will show how
to make pralines. Indulge yourself in those heavenly specialties and try out to make a praline with your
favourite flavours. A small degustation and aperitif will definitely convince you why Switzerland is well
known for its chocolate.
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Horse-drawn carriage rides
Enjoy a cozy trip in a horse-drawn carriage to a stunning excursion destination. For example in the
enchanting tributary valleys of Davos or to a mountain restaurant for dinner. An unforgettable
experience, in particular at night-time in the light of the full moon! Snugly wrapped in furs and blankets,
you gaze over the horses’ backs at the unspoilt landscape. In the forest mulled wine could be served or
you can enjoy a sparkling Prosecco during the ride.
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Visit the highest beer brewery in Switzerland, Monstein
In 2001 in Monstein, the highest brewery in Switzerland and the first demonstration brewery in the
canton of Grisons went into production. It is housed in the former village dairy, a building that was
erected 100 years ago. They use crystal clear spring water, Swiss hops and aromatic malt to brew
Monstein beer specialities in accordance with a richly traditional recipe. Learn all about beer brewing and
ingredients and taste the Monstein beers and other specialities.

mit modernen Einflüssen.
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Visit of Kirchner Museum, Davos
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner lived in Davos from 1918 until his death. His comprehensive work was pioneering
for German Expressionism. The Kirchner Museum was opened in 1992. It is home to the world's largest
collection of the artist's work. The museum building was designed by the world famous Zürich architects
Annette Gigon and Mike Guyer. In its simple but powerful form it continues to attract great attention in
architectural circles.

mit modernen Einflüssen.
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Chur city tour incl. alphorn workshop and lunch
The oldest city in Switzerland has many stories to tell. Centuries of history have shaped and left their
mark on this place of transit. Immerse yourself in the past and experience Chur by foot from the modern
railway station, through the bustling centre, along the narrow winding streets of the Old Town, and up
the hill to the 800-year old Cathedral. After that, you are invited to learn more about the alphorn, the
Swiss national instrument and symbol of dairy farming. You will get an insight into the alphorn makers'
art and even try to blow yourself. At the end you will enjoy a traditional menu from Grisons.

mit modernen Einflüssen.
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Landquart Designer Outlet
Shopping under the open sky in a fabulous village center that is modeled after a Graubünden village in
the chalet style. Over 160 well known national and international fashion- and designer brands as well as
high end brands from the sectors; Sports & Outdoor, Shoes & Leather, Living, accessories and children’s
clothing make your heart skip a beat. The shops are run by the manufacturing companies themselves or
by their exclusive trading partners and offer great discounts on sample collections and collections from
previous seasons. Cafes and restaurants invite you to relax and stay for a while.

mit modernen Einflüssen.
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Alpine Classic Pullman
The Alpine Classic Pullman offers a high degree of elegance, in the enchanting art deco style of the early
twentieth century. Indulge in a little luxury and a breathtaking Alpine experience at the same time. It is
not just the drawing-room armchairs and observation-car views, or the exquisite teak inlay, which make
the elegant Alpine Classic Pullman what it is. Its uniqueness arises from the perfect aesthetic harmony
between all these details. The four carriages, with 32 seats in each, offer the perfect setting for a top-level
business excursion or a customer-relations event. Inclusive personal service by a hostess.

mit modernen Einflüssen.
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Gourmino - The rolling destination for gourmets
Well-being at its best – in the Gourmino dining car of the Rhaetian Railway. In the rolling nostalgia
restaurants with 34 seats you can enjoy the culinary delights from Grison! Sipping an aperitif as the train
rolls along is a great way to take pleasure in the surroundings, with the nostalgic elegance of live piano
music in the background. Enjoy modern designer comfort, as you savor a freshly-mixed cocktail in an
ambience of bygone times. At the Piano Bar, there is room for 23 connoisseurs of fine living. Travel in
style, aboard our Piano Bar carriage, as your train rolls along any of our 384 km of line.

mit modernen Einflüssen.
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Stiva Retica – The country inn on wheels
The Stiva Retica is an inn with the added attraction that it actually moves through this land of tales and
legends. The Stiva Retica offers seven tables for four, a large communal table, a staffed bar with wine by
the glass and big doses of country romance. As in its land-based counterparts, this inn on rails also
serves Salsiz sausage, local cheeses, Veltliner wine and beer. The Stiva Retica offers 40 seats. What’s
more: The country-style Stiva Retica can also be combined with the Gourmino carriage or the art deco
carriages of the Alpine Classic Pullman Express.

mit modernen Einflüssen.
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Mountain Restaurants: Châlet Güggel
Just a few metres below the summit of Jakobshorn lies the Châlet Güggel. It offers a nice sun terrace as
well as different dining rooms. The ideal place for full-moon and fondue parties, family get-togethers
and corporate events, with DJ or live bands. The Châlet Güggel offers gourmet cuisine, various bars and
snacks for fast refreshment. Daily dishes from the giant pan, crispy, golden-brown and finely spiced
'Güggeli' chicken, home-made pizzas from the wood-burning oven.

From Swiss specialties to international favorites, Hilton Garden
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Mountain Restaurants: Schatzalp
With the Schatzalp train, the mountain restaurant Schatzalp is just four minutes away from the centre of
Davos. This nostalgic Art Nouveau style building with its Belle Époque atmosphere, opened its doors in
1900 as a luxury sanatorium and was later converted to a mountain hotel and restaurant. The soul of the
house, its architecture, has been preserved in its original form until today. Fine cuisine is served in the
Belle Epoque dining hall, the Panorama Restaurant or on the Snow Beach terrace. The ideal place for a
cozy evening with a delicious fondue and afterwards a fun toboggan ride down to Davos.

From Swiss specialties to international favorites, Hilton Garden
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Davos Night Life
Davos is known as the party town of the Alps. You will find night life options similar to those of the major
urban centers. From the elegant lounge to the crazy rock venue, there is something for everyone. The
night life in Davos is not limited just to bars and clubs, but offers as well a Cinema and a Casino.
Additionally, Klosters offers small but exceptional establishments, which impress due to their unique
character.
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